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WHY PUBLIC SECTOR ?
t The performance of Public Sector during the
recent floods in Chennai is an example for their
service in times of crisis. Tamil Nadu State
Transport Corporation buses, BSNL, Air India
and Public Sector Banks were on the streets to
help people during the floods when none of the
Private Sector was in view.
t If there is no Public Sector, there won't be any
jobs for the weaker sections and the poor.
t If the many development programmes such as
Make in India, Startup Mission, Stand up India,
Digital India, Swach Bharat and even the
Ambanis and Adanis need to succeed, Public
Sector Banks are needed. Youth whose average
age in 2020 will be around 29 need to get quality
education, PSBs are needed. Industries &
Agriculture can not grow without Public Sector
support.
t Public Sector provides service to people of all
categories especially to the economically and
socially downtrodden.

ü Public Sector Banks (PSBs) fulfill priority
sector lending (PSL) obligations .
ü PSBs have opened 16.77 Crores PMJDY
accounts while private sector peers have opened
only 77 lakh accounts.
ü PSBs have 33 per cent of rural branches while
private sector banks have only 15 per cent rural
branches.
ü PSBs invested heavily in infrastructure
financing and four other sectors, keeping nation
building interests in mind whereas such
investment by private sector is insignificant.
ü All the so called public - Private Partnership
Projects have been financed only by the Public
Sector.
PUBLIC SECTOR: GENESIS
t Eight leading Industrialists of India in 1944- 45
wanted the Government to invest in sectors that
required large capital after independence, which
they could not provide . (Bombay Plan).
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t Nehru introduced Public Sector, for the growth
t Banking, Insurance, Railways, Power,
of the Nation and termed Public Sector
Communications etc are Public
UBLIC SEC
P
as the modern temples of India.
Sectors that play a pivotal role in
T
the development of the Nation.
t Now, after seeing the extraordinary
growth and dominance of Public
t Education, Health, transport
Sector in all the fields, Private
etc. are sectors that are relied
Sector wants to swallow them.
upon by people of the lower
strata of the society, who form a
t Most of the economic reforms are
majority of the population of the
forced upon India as a part of the
country, where public systems is
I M F / Wo r l d B a n k b a i l o u t
very essential.
conditions.
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GOV'T POLICY & DISINVESTMENT IN
KEY PSUs
t After gaining an initial stake of 26% from VSNL,
through strategic sales it was completely
acquired by the Tata Group and renamed as Tata
Communications Limited on February 13, 2008.
t In 2002, Reliance had a stake of 26% in Indian
Petro Chemicals Corporation Ltd. (IPCL) and
ultimately it merged with Reliance Industries
Limited, a monopoly in Petro Chemicals.
t Maruti Udyog Limited (MUL) with a
ownership of 74% by the Government of India
was completely sold out despite its dominant
position in the market.
t In 2001, Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd.
(BALCO) was divested off 51% of its shares to
Sterlite Industries India Ltd, which is a group
company of Vedanta for Rs. 514 crores. Vedanta
now is offering Rs.25,000 crores for the
remaining share of 49% in BALCO and the
29.54% of HZL to the Government.
t Industrial Credit and Investment
Corporation of India (ICICI) formed in 1955
as a joint-venture of the World Bank, publicsector banks and public-sector insurance
companies to provide project financing to Indian
industry. Today, it has become the leading
Private sector Bank - ICICI Bank.
t Housing Development Finance Corporation
Limited or HDFC was founded in 1977 as the
first specialised mortgage company in India by
the Industrial Credit and Investment
Corporation of India, a Government of India
Enterprise. It opened HDFC Bank Ltd in 1994
as the first Private Sector Bank after
liberalization. Today both HDFC ltd and HDFC
Bank have become leading Private Sector
Companies.
t BSNL was not given mobile phone license first
until private companies looted the public by
charging huge amount for O/G & I/C calls. The
initial call rate was Rs.16/- per call for both
incoming and outgoing calls. After entering in
mobile sector, BSNL was not permitted to
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purchase sufficient equipments to compete
private co's. Only after the entry of BSNL in the
mobile phone services the call rates have come
down and the incoming calls have become free.
t IRDA directed LIC to withdraw 52 Life
products that were well established in the market
to facilitate 'fair play in the market!'
(Euphemism for assisting Private Insurers).
India allowed private companies in insurance
sector in 2000, setting a limit on FDI to 26%,
which was increased to 49% in 2014.
t In Indian Railways, Government has initiated
steps to facilitate the entry of private investment
in many areas of railway operations, including
running of trains. Niti Aayog member Bibek
Debroy, who heads a committee on revamping
the railway's operations has suggested
privatizing manufacturing of coaches, wagons,
their parts and security. It has also suggested
closure of Railway Schools and medical
facilities at the railways.
BANKING SECTOR:
t The transfer of SBI shares from RBI to
Government in 2007, the Banking Laws
Amendment Act 2012 increasing the
shareholders' voting rights from 1% to 10% in
SBI and from 10% to 26% in Private Sector
Banks are moves aiming at privatization.
t Though the Nayak committee recommendations, which laid the road map towards
privatisation of the PSBs were submitted during
the fag end of UPA II, the present Government
has been making every effort to implement its
recommendations.
t The Gyan Sangam I in January 2015 held at
Pune, the Indradanush announced in August
2015 and the Gyan Sangam II held during the
first week of March 2016 clearly show that the
journey towards privatisation has begun.
t Bank Board Bureau has been constituted and
the composition of the board members prove
that privatisation is the goal towards which the
Government is moving. Mr. Vinod Rai is
proposed as the Chairman and the other
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members include Anil K. Khadelwal, former
CMD of BOB, H. N. Sinor, former joint MD of
ICICI Bank, Rupa Kudwa, Former MD & CEO
at CRISIL, Financial Services Secretary, One
Dy. Governor RBI and Secretary Public
Enterprises as Ex-Officio Members. Two of the
members are from private sector.
t Mr. Vinod Rai himself is a Board of Director in
IDFC Ltd which runs a private Bank IDFC
Bank. His views on privatisation are well known
and published in an article published in the
Economic Times. Mr. A. K Khandelwal headed
a committee whose recommendations were
strongly opposed by the Unions which agitated
against these recommendations. Mr H N Sinor
is the former M.D. of ICICI and we know
where his sympathies lie . Ms. Rupa Kudwa is
now working with Omidyar Network which is
involved in investment advices & Director of
Infosys and her husband is a Global Funds
Manager. Will it not lead to conflict of interests?
t BBB will be merged with BIC and Govt. Shares
will be transferred to it which will reduce the
government stake to below 51% . Gov't will then
be only an investor and not owner. PSBs will
then no more be Gov't owned, but only Gov't
linked.
MERGERS:
t Unlike Gyan Sangam I where no bank was ready
to absorb even a weaker institution, in Gyan
Sangam II, it was not a question of whether to
consolidate or not, rather how to consolidate.
Banks were given the choice of either merging
with other bank or to perform without the
support of capital infusion from government.
t Government has announced the Merger plan of
27 banks to just 6 banks in Gyan Sangam II.
t An Expert committee will soon be set up which
will work with BBB to identify the right matches
for consolidation. BBB will independently
oversee consolidation and business plans which
will be put up before 1st April 2016.
t Consolidation will result in rationalisation of
branch network which may lead to closure of
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b r a n c h e s a n d r e d e p l o y m e n t o f s t a ff .
Consolidation could also result in less
competition…. and arbitrary pricing of
products. The RBI report dated August 27, 2013
itself admits these facts.
t

Further, hardly 5 per cent of the 6,32,000
villages have a bank branch of PSBs. The
number of rural branches has been reduced from
54 per cent in 1994 to 33 per cent in 2014.

t Nearly 43 per cent of the rural credit is financed
by money lenders, landlords etc. The number of
suicides of farmers for want of institutional
credit at low interest with long repayment period
is on the increase. Thus for a country like India,
where the poor forms the majority and the rural
economy needs greater support, consolidation
will be the death knell.
LABOR LAWS
t The Central Government has proposed to
consolidate the existing central labour laws into
five codes dealing with wages, industrial
relations, working conditions, health and safety
and social security respectively.
t The Labour Code on Industrial Relations Bill
consolidates and amends the provisions of the
Trade Unions Act, 1926; the Industrial Disputes
Act, 1947 and the Industrial Employment
(Standing Orders) Act, 1946. It is already
submitted to to parliament.
t Two weeks notice for strike is made mandatory
after which negotiations to take place and if it
fails, it has to be referred to the Industraial
Relations Board. The Board may take upto 30
days for disposal and if aggrieved, workers have
to go to the Tribunal and strike is prohibited
until disposal by the tribunal.
t The Small Factories (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service) Bill
exempts industries employing upto forty
workers from the application of fourteen labour
laws including the minimum wages act.
t Amendments proposed to the Shops and
Establishment Act will tamper with the working
hours, leave, overtime etc.
3

OUR CAMPAIGN

On 15th November 2014, we held a seminar at
Coimbatore. Dr. Victor Lewis Anthuvan, Dean,
Lyola Institute of Business Management and Com.
T.K.Rangarajan, M.P. participated in the seminar
and spoke on public sector. We also published a book
“Banking Sector Reforms: A way forward” by
AIBOC, TN. in 2014.
In 2015, we organised a Seminar on Public Sector
attended by Mr. S. Gurumurthy, Com. Ashok Rao,
NCOA. Com. Sebastian, SNEA, Dr. Venkatesh
Athreya, Com. Anandakumar and others and
published a book - “Public Sector The Pride of the
Nations”.
In August 2015, AISBOF organised a Seminar at
JNU, Delhi on Neoliberal Economic Regimes and
Trade Unions: Relevance, Strategies and
Challenges at the current juncture.
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In November 2015, we released Diary 2016 with the
theme “Save Public Sector”. Quotes and 10 pages of
information on public sector were added in the diary.
In January 2016 onwards all our envelops contain
Save Public Sector logo and slogans. EC approved
Save Public Sector campaign which was
subsequently endorsed by the Federation and
confederation on their Executive Committees.
All India Bank Officers' Confederation (AIBOC),
Tamil Nadu launched a campaign to “Save Public
Sector” on 26/01/2016 at Chennai under the
leadership of Com Franco. Confederation of
Central Government Gazetted Officers
Organisation, Sanchar Nigam Executives
Association, All India Power Engineers Federation,
National Confederation of Officers' Associations,
LIC Officers
Association, United
Form of Bank
Unions, CITU,
AITUC, BMS,
INTUC, All India
Insurance Employees
Association, BSNL
Employees Union,
Railway employees
union, Tamilnadu Dr Kaleeswaran, Lyola College
Science Forum, SHG
& Alternate Media Centre
5

Federations and Agriculture Workers Unions and
Farmers Association have all promised to come
together and strengthen the movement.
Com. Y. Sudarshan, President, All India Bank
Officers' Confederation and General Secretary,
AISBOF launched the campaign. A short film
produced by Shri Bharati Krishnakumar, who was
General secretary of Pandian Gramin Bank
E m p l o y e e s
Association, Film
Director and writer
was relased.
l
The Kalajatha
(street play) has
travelled across
Tamil Nadu and
Pondicherry from
st
th
31 January to 6
Suman
March 2016. It
started
its journey at Kanyakumari on
st
31 January 2016 and the grand finale was held
at Karnataka Sangha, T Nagar, Chennai on
06/03/2016.
l The Kalajatha has created a lot of awareness
among the public as it has travelled throughout
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the State of Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry. In all, it
has held more than 100 programme at more than
35 centres in different Schools, Colleges and
other Public Places.
One lakh people have
witnessed the street plays.
l There has been wide coverage in both the print
th
and electronic media in all the places. On 15
February, the Tamil Hindu published stories and
an interview by
our General
Secretary on the
Public Sector
with an editorial
to support the
movement to save
public sector .
The entire centre
page on both sides
was devoted to
Vinnarasi
Public Sector.
l On our efforts, the prestigious Frontline
th
Magazine brought out its 5 Feb 2016 issue with
a cover story on 'Save Public Sector'. It also
carried an interview of our General Secretary.
th
l The Junior Vikadan issue dated 16 March 2016
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carried an interview of General Secretary Com
Franco on Privatisation of PSBs.
l A lot of goodwill is created among other Trade
Unions for the way we have projected their
issues through the Kalajatha. Their leaders and
cadres at many places came forward and
addressed people.
l It has created an interest among all the Public
Sector Trade Unions and kindled their interest in
the movement.
l AIIEA printed posters welcoming the Kalajatha
and pasted them across many places.

Dillibabu

Ramu
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l At many places, the ordinary people like
farmers, auto rickshaw drivers and other
common people expressed their concern at the
threats on Public Sector and their support to save
Public Sector.
l A website, “savepublicsector.com” was
launched.
l A platform of trade union in the public sector,
banking sector, central trade unions, trade union
in the state public sector enterprises and people’s
organisations is formed.

Malini

Vineetha

Venkatesan

Selvarani

Vetri
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KANYAKUMARI, February 1, 2016
Updated: February 1, 2016 05:47 IST
'Save public sector' campaign launched
Over 20 trade unions from various government sector
entities have joined hands in carrying out 'Save public
sector' campaign through 'Kalajatha' (street play)'
across the State. Kalajatha began its journey in the
district in front of Gandhi Mandapam here on Sunday.
D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, senior vicepresident, All India Bank Officers' Confederation
(AIBOC), who is coordinating 'Kalajatha', told The
Hindu that the aim of the campaign was to explain to
the public the benefits of public sector, exploitation of
private sector, attempts made by different
governments since 1991 to undermine public sector
undertakings by selling even profit-making PSUs to
private sector and the its cascading effects on the poor
and the downtrodden.
The campaign was launched on the campus of SBIOA
School and Junior College in Chennai on January 26.
The campaign would be undertaken by 20 teams
across the State and Puducherry for 36 days. It would
culminate in Chennai with a convention on March 6.
In Kanyakumari, 'Kalajatha' was also held in front of
Anna statue in Thuckalay and at a private marriage hall
in Nagercoil. A short film on the theme 'Save public
sector', directed by Bharathi Krishnakumar, was
screened. Ramachandran, president, JCTU, and Indira
Palanichamy, vice-president, BSNL Employees'
Union, spoke on the occasion.

MADURAI, February 6, 2016
Campaign to save public sector
Various members attached to public sector
undertakings in the city came together in a bid to
save public sector in the country.
The campaign-cum-demonstration, which is
being held across different cities in Tamil Nadu
and Puducherry for 36 days, is expected to
continue across the nation by 20 teams. The
efforts to disinvest and undermine even profit-
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Campaign to Spread Awareness About
Services Provided by Public Sector
By Express News Service
Published: 08th March 2016 04:26 AM
Last Updated: 08th March 2016 04:26 AM
CHENNAI: In an effort to spread awareness about
the services rendered by the public sector, and the
need to keep them alive as privatising them would
affect the lives of the people, the All India Bank
Officers' Confederation (AIBOC) recently
conducted a campaign titled 'Save the Public
Sector'.
The members held a 'kala jatha' (the march of art)
and screened a short film directed by Bharathi
Krishnakumar to spread awareness on the services
rendered by the public sector.
Speaking at the launch awhile ago, AIBOC
president D Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev
explained the importance of public sector for
national development and the necessity to retain its
identity. Leaders from various unions representing
public sector employees were also present.
The march that began its journey at the end of
January has since been performing at three choice
venues at every stop - a school, a college and a
public space - in order to reach across age groups.
Most recently, a grand finale of the programme was
held in Chennai, attended by R Sekaran, AIBOC
State secretary.

making PSUs to private sector were explained to
the public at a meeting organised near Tallakulam
on Friday.
Presiding over the campaign, Madurai SBI
Officers' Association regional secretary J. Joseph
Stalin urged the public to support the cause. Many
members from LIC of India, AIBOC of Madurai
unit and from the BSNL union participated.
A short film of 15-minute duration was screened
as part of the campaign. SRMU regional secretary
Rafi was the chief guest.
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2 DAYS SEMINAR ON “NEOLIBERAL ECONOMIC REGIME AND
TRADE UNIONS, RELEVANCE, STRATEGIES AND CHALLENGES AT
CURRENT JUNCTURE HELD
AT JAWAHARLAL NEHURU UNIVERSITY
AISBOF organized a two days National level seminar
in collaboration with JNU, New Delhi on Neo Liberal
economic Regime and its impact on the common man
and the role of the Trade Unions in defending the
common man against the onslaught of the MNC's etc.
on 6th to 7th August 2015.
Comrade Y Sudarshan, General Secretary, AISBOF
traced the origin of Trade Union Movement to
oppression and exploitation and the Industrial
revolution in Europe to the latest reforms.
Com Sukomal Sen, former General Secretary, State
Government employees Association and All India
Federation of State Government Employees said that
Trade Unions, fighting for monetary benefits can not
be the only objective, they have a larger role to play. He
attributed the attacks to surplus labour and inactivity of
the Trade Unions.
Dr Jayati Ghosh, eminent economist explained the
term “uberisation”, where thousands of employees
work without an employer. These are people who are
not recognized as workers as they are not under
anyone, though they earn huge profits for the
companies, they take no responsibility for their well
being. This kind of
exploitation has
begun to spread
everywhere. Trade
Unions will also
have to find ways to
tackle this menace,
she said
Com Ashok Rao
referred to the
privatization of
hotels run by the
Government and
the facilitating role
played by the
Government for
the multinational
companies to
dominate the civil
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aviation. The right to form Trade Unions itself is now
under threat, he said.
Com. Franco spoke on Gyan Sangham. He questioned
the reach of technology to the poorest of the poor as
1/5th of the people of India do not go to school. Priority
sector lending which aimed to reach out the poor has
been made to suit the requirement of the Private sector.
The asset quality of the banks can be improved by
attacking the top 30 NPA borrowers who own much of
the NPA .
Prof C P Chandrasekhar, eminent economist spoke
on the trends in the financial sector. The share of
industry in the economy has gone down to 40%. The
Government's eagerness to implement BASEL III is
not justified as the US has not implemented even
BASEL II till date.
Dr. Vijay Bhaskar from MIDS said that labour laws
are amended to bring in flexibility in the labour
market and for the benefit of the corporate. As the
industries become capital intensive, loss of
employment become more. Using contract labour in
core operations, paying poor minimum wages,
diluting the provisions of ID Act, abusing the
apprentices act,
poor standards of
p e r m a n e n t
employment, inter
state migration of
workers, increase in
c o m m u t i n g
workers, etc are
problems affecting
labour. Employment will increase if
liberal labour laws
are introduced is a
myth, he said.
Com Rajkumar,
General Secretary,
AILICOA spoke on
various attempts by
9

the Government to let in
private players in the
Insurance sector in the
name of reaching out to
more people. The fact is
that the private players
have not reached any part
of the rural segment.
Pratheep
Com. Thampan Thomas, former MP and advocate in
the Supreme Court said that the stock market capital,
distances the poor from the rich. He
lamented that Trade Unions have lost the
credibility because they do not fight for
the people. Trade Unions in India should
come together and unite for the causes of
common people.
Dr. Thomas Issac, former finance
minister of Kerala spoke on implementing
technological changes and modernization
without displacement. He cited the
example of the Coir industry
modernization in Kerala where cooperatives ensured that there was no
displacement in the process of implementing
modernization.
Com. Pratip Biswas, General Secretary of BEFI said
that huge challenges are facing the trade unions in the
banking sector. The challenge of fighting privatization
is the primary challenge to protect the huge deposits of
about 71,95,480 crores available with PSBs, out of
which 75% is from small depositors.
Com C P Krishnan highlighted the rampant
outsourcing and the poor wages and working
conditions of outsourced labour. The RBI policy on
outsourcing highlights 10 risks involved in contract
labour. No bank has addressed these issues while
outsourcing jobs. There is no age limit for people
who are employed under outsourcing and their
income, most of the time is within Rs. 1000/- to
Rs. 5000/- per month. Ususally, there are no other
benefits such as leave, medical benefits,
insurance, pension etc.
Shri Amitava Guha listed out the challenges as,
1. Rapid informalisation
2. Autocratic regimes
3. Crushing fundamental rights
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4. Withdrawal of Social Security measures
5. More work and lesser pay
6. More de-regulation
7. More concessions to Corporates
8. New Patent Policy
9. Further attacks on workers through Free Trade

Agreements(FTA) and Bilateral Trade agreements
(BTA)
Dr Prabhat Patnaik, Professor Emeritus, Centre for
economic studies and planning delivered a scholarly

valedictory address, clearly explaining the nuances of
capital and its effect on workers under neo liberal
regimes. Trade unions, in short do not just raise
incomes for their members. They play a larger role, of
raising aggregate demand and employment in the
economy even to the benefit of the non unionized
workers, and keeping down income inequalities. Since
democracy gets seriously attenuated by large income
inequalities, trade unions are an essential instrument
for the maintenance of democracy. Those who argue in
favour of 'labour market flexibility ', which amounts in
effect to doing away with trade unions, are not just
propounding a wrong theory; they are undermining the
foundations of democracy.

Jeeva

Nilaselvan
10
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ALTERNATE GYAN SANGAM
As a part of ' Save Publiic Sector' campaign, an
alternate Gyan Sangam titled a conference on
contemporary issues in the Banking and Public
Sector at the current juncture was held for 2 days,
on 26th and 27th feb, by the All India State Bank
Officers Federation(AISBOF) and AIBOC at the
YWCA Hall, New Delhi. Shri D.T.Franco,
President AISBOF & Sr. Vice President AIBOC,
coordinated the seminar and spoke on Gyan
Sangam and Alternatives.
Inaugurating the conference, Dr Victor Louis
Anthuwan, Dean, Layola Institute of Business
Administration explained the role played by PSUs
in the development of the Nation, the services
being rendered by PSUs and the necessity for them
to remain as PSUs. Scholars from different fields
and Trade Unions presented their views on the
subject.
Shri Tapan Sen, MP explained the vicious attacks
launched by the Government on PSUs and
workers and the likelihood of it getting bigger and
bigger in the coming days. He said that only the
unity of Workers and struggles can stop it.
Shri Praveen Jha, JNU, Shri Mohan, Secretary

Parliamentary
standing
committee
report on

General CCGGOO, Shri Dinesh Abrol, ISID, Shri
Ramakumar, TISS, Shri Srikantha Mishra, AIIEA,
Shri Dushyant Chauhan, NABARDOA, Shri
Sebastian, SNEA, Dr Surajit Majumdar, Dr Vivek
Monterio,CITU, C P Krishnan, BEFI, Com G V
Manimaran, AIBOC, Shri Elangovan, DREU,
Shri Sivakumar, Syndicate Bank, Shri Ashok Rao,
NCOA, Prof. R V Bindu, and Smt Archana Prasad,
JNU were some of the noted speakers.
Group Discussions were held on the second day
and recommendations were put up. A website
savepublicsector.com was launched. Ms Smita
Gupta spoke on Banking sector and food security;
Prof. C P Chandrasekar spoke on the Future
roadmap for Financial Sector. At the end of the
conference Alternate Policy Declarations were
released . Prof Prabhat Patnaik spoke on the
necessity to counter the intellectual fraud put forth
to project Public Sector as bad for the country.
Profitability is not the only objective of Public
Sector, it is an embodiment of social rationality, he
said.
A Save Public Sector Forum has been launched
consisting of various trade unions.

Alternatives provided by
Alternate

NON

Gyan Sangam

PERFORMING
ASSETS

STATE BANK OF INDIA
OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION

ALL INDIA
STATE BANK OFFICERS’
FEDERATION

(Chennai Circle)
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Alternatives provided by alternate Gyan Sangam
TH

( HELD at New Delhi ON 26 & 27 OF FEBRUARY, 2016 )
Introduction: Nowadays it has become a fashion to
compare the Public Sector Banks with Private
Sector Banks based on parameters like Profitability,
Per employee business, Per employee profit, Return
on Assets etc which is totally a flawed comparison.
You can compare, only the comparables. The
objectives, directives, outreach, social orientation
etc are totally different for the Public Sector. They
were created not for profit but for overall
development of the economy. Their clientele is
different, the poor and marginalized, who can't enter
the private sector banks are serviced by the Public
Sector Banks. The Public Sector Banks have
opened branches in places where they can't make
profit. They lend to the Agriculturists, small
enterprises, students etc where follow up needed is
more and size of the loans are small. They open Jan
Dhan A/cs, provide Insurance coverage as per Govt
directive, provide MUDRA Loans (earlier gave
IRDP loans), support start ups where failure rate is
high, provide loans for toilets under Swacch Bharat
which Private Banks will never do and they also lend
to infrastructure where stress is high and repayment
takes longer. Without understanding this if we
assess Public Sector Banks and plan for policy
changes, it will be leading to peril of the economy
and the income inequality which is already high will
further increase, leading to turmoil.
More over when a road map is prepared for the
Banking Sector, it should be for the entire Banking
& Financial Sector starting from RBI to Cooperatives.
Now let us look at what the present Government is
upto.
The Government organized a Gyan Sangam for
laying a road map for the Banking Sector.
The Gyan Sangam at Pune was an endorsement of
Shri.P J Nayak Committee which prepared a report
recommending Privatization of Public Sector Banks
. MCKINSEY & Co which has the dubious
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distinction of making “Swissair” bankrupt was their
Knowledge partner. The recommendations of Gyan
Sangam are nothing but endorsement of Nayak
Committee, which was formed by the UPA Govt. It
is shocking that the present NDA Govt has endorsed
the same and announced “Indra Dhanush”. Mr.
Nayak was working for this Private Sector and
asking him how to transform Public Sector Banks
was fundamentally wrong. However in Gyan
Sangam “Mckinsey & Co” the Chairmen's of Public
Sector Banks were asked to endorse the same ideas
which requires a critic.
We put forward our comments on the summary of
the recommendations clause by clause and suggest
alternatives. We also point out what is missing and
what requires attention as the Gyan Sangam has not
taken a holistic view of the Banking Sector and
Financial Sector.
Quote:
Summary of Initiatives suggested for banks and
policy makers
This chapter provides a summary of the discussions
at Gyan Sangam 2015, which was presented to the
Hon'ble Prime Minister.
Currently, public sector banks play a crucial role in
the country's financial system. More than three
quarters of all advances and deposits in the country
are held by PSBs. They have a strong distribution
network & are supported by a large, loyal customer
base. They also play significant role in nation
building.
The Indian banking sector has 5 key objectives to
meet across access, efficiency, stability, value
creation and growth. The sector has made good
progress on all these dimensions over the last
decade, though the last 3 years have been
challenging. Public sector banks, in particular, face a
growing performance gap vs. private sector peers –
Their RoA stands at 0.5% vs. 1.6% for private banks;
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similarly net NPA ratio is higher - at 2.6% vs. 0.7%
for private banks. In this context the deliberations
across working groups were consolidated across
two transformation themes:
§ Improve operations and build capability to
create stronger banks (Imperatives for the PSBs)
§ Level the field and enable and empower PSBs
(Suggestions for policy makers). These
recommendations were presented to the Hon'ble
Prime Minister. Unquote
Our Comments
§ The first part is fine. Even they could not hide the
blatant truth but then the comparison starts with
Private Sector as a yard stick. This is the root
cause of the problem.
1.1 Improve operations and build capability to
create stronger banks (Imperatives for the
PSBs)
Differentiate strategic focus
There is little differentiation between the offering,
value proposition and product portfolio of the large
number of smaller PSBs. Therefore, there may be a
focus to rationalise the asset portfolio of different
PSBs to target a few areas of core strength and
capabilities and exit clients / segments where the
banks are not strong and which are often
unprofitable. In the short-term, the following steps
could be undertaken by each bank:

has a unique culture and loyalty of customers. It
should not be changed. On the one hand we give
licences for universal Banks, Payment Banks and
Small Banks and on the other hand we want existing
Banks to be merged or become product specific
Banks. Is it not Contradictory?
All the PSBs are created out of public money and so
PSBs are duty bound to give all types of services to
customers of all categories.
If portfolio based bank is the recommendation then
what is the reason for conversion of IDBI which was
originally created for Project/Infrastructure
financing? Strengthening IDBI will strengthen the
Infrastructure of our country. Strengthening
NABARD will strengthen the rural sector,
Strengthening SIDBI will strengthen MSE units and
Strengthening PSBs will strengthen entire nation.
If at all some products are to be removed from
banking portfolio then they should be Insurance
business, Mutual Funds business, All other non
banking Govt schemes like Tax collection, PMMY,
PMJJBY, APY , Gold monetization scheme, Gold
Bond scheme etc as 50% of the energy of bankers are
getting lost in such products. All those products may
be attached to their respective departments.
1.1.2 Build people capabilities
Reforming the talent system is an important need as
several PSBs are set to face a severe shortfall in
skilled talent. For this, PSBs may initiate movement
in a number of areas:

§ Define it's sector/segment/product focus,
including portfolio rationalisation as required

§ Invest in capability building and culture change.

§ Create a detailed portfolio re-orientation strategy
(Exit/Entries)

§ Create specialist cadre/function to retain and
cultivate specialised talent.

§ Implement the above strategy

§ Improve on-boarding processes and training to
bridge the capability gap as compared to private
sector banks. New hire on-boarding should
include structured welcome and induction,
comprehensive training encompassing banking
and technology, on-the-job learning, feedback
mechanism and mentor/buddy support.

OUR COMMENTS:
The move appears to be a ground work for merger.
All over the world these attempts have lead to
disaster. Hence we should encourage all the present
banks to expand and explore.
“What is needed is strengthening the existing banks
and branches and make them a hub of all services
instead of exiting some of the business.”Each bank
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§ Leverage technology for improving
communication across the organisation (For
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instance, use internal social media groups for ongoing communication and updates amongst all
staff members)
§ Introduce effective performance management
systems and incentives by incrementally moving
towards performance matrix–based evaluation
and compensation structure for most of the
employees in the organisation.
OUR COMMENTS:
Capability building is welcome. It is already there
in most of the Banks. What change in culture is
needed? The culture of Private Banks are not
solutions. Learn from other PSBs. There are good
culture in many of them which can be adopted by
others. Specialists are needed only in limited area.
The Chairman of SBI is not a specialist. Is she not
performing well? Same is the case at different
levels. Banking does not require missile
technology.
“On boarding process and Leveraging of
technology are welcome. After all the same
employees have learnt technology and moved to
full computerisation from manual accounting. But
one should not forget that personal interactions
yield better result than emails and social media
posts.
Every bank has evolved a Performance
Monitoring System. It can be improved and made
transparent, but linking compensation to
performance in a service industry will lead to
disaster. After all in bank branches, the
geographical area, the economy of the area and the
a v a i l a b i l i t y o f a d e q u a t e s t a f f d i f f e r.
Responsibilities within a branch also differ like
Branch Manager, Accountant, Field Officer, Cash
Officer, etc. Rural and Semi Urban Branches
differ from Urban and Metro. Further, in any case
measuring 'performance' in a simplistic fashion
could be seriously misleading.
What is needed is awarding teams, i.e, Branches as
a whole when they perform better, rather than
individual incentives.
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Let us learn from the failure of the ‘Bell Curve
Method’. Now experts suggest “People Based
Approach instead of talent based approach”. i.e
taking care of all employees instead of Individual
Based Monetary Incentive for a talented few.”
The approach based on recommendations of
consultants who do not understand the Indian
situation is not at all suitable. Let us have policies to
suit our country.
1.1.3 Technology-enabled transformation
It was discussed that PSBs may use technology to
drive operational improvement and bring efficiency.
Two main initiatives were identified for the shortterm:
§

Set-up individual task force within PSBs to
digitize top 30 processes.

§

Increase mobile banking penetration through
initiatives like mission mode approach for
enabling people to use mobile payments,
downloading mobile app as default account
opening process.

In the long term, PSBs could use big data and
analytics to improve productivity and customer
experience through better CRM and trigger-based
lead generation.
OUR COMMENTS:
“Technology is always welcome. But machines are
to aid humans and not to replace them, as Peter
Drucker said.
Every PSB has teams, working on digitisation. If
manual reports generations can be replaced with
data processing at different levels, it will relieve
people of time wasted on preparing various
reports.”We require technology to suit our country.
Vernacular Softwares, better connectivity in rural
areas, Voice based Technology etc are needed for
which government has to take actions.
Debit/Rupay cards of elders and illiterates are used
by others only. BCs are not Public servants liable for
public scrutiny. Rural areas need more banks and
branches but not machines as most of the rural
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households are illiterate or donnot understand
English or not tech savvy. Forcing digitization
coupled with ignorance will deprive the rural people
of their 'right to information' and 'right to equality'
enshrined in our constitution.
There is a need for a massive technology Literacy
Campaign in a mission mode which the Govt should
take up.
1.1.4 Strengthen risk management
As part of the discussion, it was suggested that
PSBs may overhaul their risk and credit
management through the following initiatives:

reward and penalty clauses for respective Bcs.
Deep rooting financial inclusion to include credit
and insurance products and operationalizing newly
opened accounts would help to improve the
financial viability of financial inclusion. Banks
could use information from multiple sources to
assess the credit score of people under PMJDY and
appropriately underwrite loans greater than INR
5,000.
To create a profitable model for financial inclusion,
banks may leverage a combination of compelling
products (E.g. Pensions for unorganised workers/
farmers, Variable RDs), technology (E.g. Rupay
Cards, Direct benefit transfer) and partnerships.

§ Establish rule-based underwriting for retail
and SME, create early warning signals and
multi-channel collections architecture.

OUR COMMENTS:

§ Move towards risk based pricing (RARoC) and
increase capital awareness. This will ensure
adequate risk premium and efficient capital
management by the PSBs.

“Mobile Banking and alternate channels require
vernacular software which is still not available in
many languages. This requires attention. We
require voice based technology.

§ Create/strengthen credit bureau (Across
segments such as rural, SME, corporate) by
increasing inter-bank cooperation .

Big data analysis is already available in many
Banks. What is lacking is adequate man power to
follow up with the customers.

OUR COMMENTS:

Strengthening risk management is vital and
welcome. All along, RBI has given lending norms
which are followed by Banks. RBI should have a
better risk analysis format. At present, with almost
no security, Corporates get loan and concessional
rate of interest but small borrowers have to provide
adequate security and collateral.

The System already exists. Can be improved.
“What is needed is real action and complete
revamping of the risk management system to suit our
country.” The government has to take initiative to
amend laws and provide for the establishment of
credit information bureau covering the entire
nation. Bring transparency. No concrete action has
been taken for more than a year. Banks are
following the directives of RBI and Ministry of
Finance only. So, who is to be blamed?
1.1.5 Introduce and strengthen partners/nonbank channels
Infrastructure support (AEPS and Rupay
enablement) and better management of Business
Correspondents (BCs) is required to improve access
and reach. Banks could set up a fortnightly review
process under the respective EDs to review the
performance of bank-appointed BC groups and have
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What is needed is adequate security and collateral
for all loans or credit guarantee cover.
Inter bank Credit Information Bureau is a
welcomed.
Business Correspondent Model has to be abolished.
Unemployed youth are being exploited with a small
remuneration. There are many cases of frauds.
There are also corruption charges. Our country is
still underbanked when we compare with other
countries. As on 2013, Australia has 31.8 bank
branches per one lakh population, Belgium 42.4,
Brazil 47.3, Bulgaria 61.2, Canada 24.4, Cyprus 97,
France 38.8, Italy 64.4, Japan 33.9, New Zealand
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33.3, Spain 85.1, Switzerland 48.8, United States
35.3 whereas India has only 11.4 branches per one
lakh population. The availability of ATMs in some
countries for per lakh population is Mexico -45.77,
Brazil-119.63, France – 109.80, UK – 122.77, Swiss
– 100.39, Mauritius – 42.78, South Africa – 60.01,
Srilanka – 14.29, India-8.9, China – 49.56. Even
after 69 years of Independence India remains an
under banked country.
What is urgently needed is Conversion of Business
Correspondents into Bank employees and
converting Customer Service Points into small
branches. Lending can't be done by Business
Correspondents. Financial inclusion can take place
only when people have access to credit. The biggest
financial inclusion was in 1969 -Nationalisation.
Now we need more branches to cater to the huge
population.
1.2 Suggestions for policy makers
1.2.1 Move from state-owned to state-linked
As a step towards more effective management of
PSBs, the Bank Bureau has to be constituted,
comprising professionals and eminent bankers with
the responsibility to appoint and empower
individual bank boards. The Bureau could focus on
ensuring diversity among board members, with
representation from domain experts in risk, HR,
technology etc. Board members should have
sufficient tenure to deliver impact. The Bureau
should also ensure proper succession planning
within boards.
Individual bank boards should work autonomously
and focus on driving differentiation, raising capital,
defining people program and M&A strategy.
Over time, such a bank bureau could be transitioned
into a Bank Investment Company (BIC), which
would behave as an independent holding company
to manage the Government's stake in these banks.
The BIC could have the Government of India as its
sole shareholder and work towards a three-fold
objective in managing PSBs, to ensure that all PSBs
function on commercial terms with a focus on
creating shareholder value:
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§ Deliver sustainable value as an active investor
and shareholder
§ Focus on good governance
§ Minimise interference with companies on
operational and
day-to-day management
issues
In addition to this, the government could gradually
reduce its ownership to below 51 per cent.
As an intermediate measure, as we move towards
state-linked structure with market-based
mechanisms to affect policy and pursue socioeconomic goals, there could be an opportunity to
achieve the same through a few 100 per cent stateowned national policy banks while divesting stake
in other PSBs.
Our comments :
“Moving from State owned to State Linked is
dangerous and it will be disasterous. International
experience have shown that these privatization
efforts have led to disasters and crisis.
Banking Boards Bureau is not at all required. What
is needed is accountability for the Boards. Beyond
Scale-V, nobody is accountable as the decisions are
taken by the committees. The huge corporate
defaults more the loans were sanctioned by the
Boards. Why the CMD's and Board of Directors are
not held responsible?
Why officer directors and employee directors are
not appointed to the Banks Boards? Political
appointments to Banks Boards should stop and
experienced people from Banking sector, IIMs and
Professionals with commitment to Public Sector
should be appointed to the Boards of PSBs. The
Bank Boards Bureau cannot do that.
The recommendations are aimed at merger and
acquisition and slow privatization. Let us not forget
the past including the recent past. Between 1947 &
1969 the number of Pvt. Banks which failed are 553.
After 1969, Public Sector Banks have taken over 23
Pvt. Banks as they were not doing well and the
depositors had to be saved. What happened to
Centurion Bank and Global Trust Bank? Which
17

were new age private banks.

holders will take total control.

Surprisingly the recommendations talk only about
commercialisation and have ignored social role of
the Banks. India is a developing country. Social
lending is necessary. How will the Start Up Mission
and Make In India succeed if we don't have social
concern? Public Sector Banks are not just for
making profit. They are meant for the overall
development of the country. The goals of the Govt
like eradication of poverty, developing farmers,
encouraging new entrepreneurs, providing quality
education at the college level etc cannot be achieved
only on commercial basis. Social lending is
necessary. Targeted credit is necessary. Can the
Govt stop telling banks to provide Mudra Loans?

Corporates like the Ambani group, Adani group
have huge loans outstandings which they can never
repay. They will try to take over banks. This was the
situation before 1969.Let us not bring back disaster.

It is suggested that the Individual Bank Boards
should work on M & A strategy also. The Mergers in
many countries including ours has not led to better
performance. New Bank of India was merged with
PNB affecting PNB. Global Trust Bank was merged
with OBC making it a entity weak.
The US financial crisis showed that, big banks
failed. Standard Chartered Bank, one of the largest
Banks has declared loss. In our country, Banks have
a cultural link. Some are area specific. For example,
State Bank of Travancore has greater loyalty from
Keralites. IOB has loyalty of Chettiar's in South.
Killing their identity is not good. On one side, we are
offering more banks as Payment Banks, Small banks
and Universal banks. On the other side, we want
merger. Mergers will not help. SBI itself is still
suffering due to the merger of two of its associates
with SBI. Many Chairmen's of PSS Banks have
opined against merger. So let us not attempt this.
Bank Boards Bureau and Bank Investment
Company will only lead to further politicisation, So
let us not attempt this. This is an effort only to
privatise Banks ultimately. Instead of government
announcing it, it will be told BIS did it.
The next suggestion makes this clear. “Gradually
reduce ownership to below 51%” How with less
than 50% the Banks will remain State linked? Do
we think that the private share holders will not
interfere? A Stage will come where the private share
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Again there is a recommendation that there should
be few 100% state owned National Policy Banks
while divesting stake in other PSB's . The authors of
Gyan Sangam seems to be a totally confused lot.
Policy should be for the whole country. How few
Banks will cater to the socio economic policy needs
of the 128 crore population? How they can reach to
the villages?
What is needed is more Banks which follow the
National Policy Directives. Let Postal Bank of India
to operate as a Universal Bank. Again why there
should be foreign investors in Postal Bank of India?
Why Government can't support? Already Post
Offices have huge deposits. The foreign investors
want hold over it. Why not permit LIC to start a
Universal Bank when Banks have been permitted to
start Insurance subsidiaries. This too will ensure
banking services to all.
Our suggestion is that let every Bank branch have
one or two counters of Insurance Agencies including
LIC and GIC to offer Insurance Coverage and Bank
Employees be barred from canvassing Insurance
Business which leads to mis selling.”
Appointment of Mr Vinod Rai as BBB chairman
violates article 148(4) of our constitution which says
“The Comptroller and Auditor-General shall not be
eligible for further office either under the
Government of India or under the Government of
any State after he ceased to hold his office”
1.2.2 Fully empower banks on HR decisions
(recruitment, compensation and performance
management)
In the long term, the government could empower
PSBs in terms of their day to day people and various
HR decisions, such as:
§ Ability to offer competitive compensation
(including ESOPs) to senior and middle
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management (scale 5+)
§ Ability to hire select talent from the private
sector and 10 to 20 per cent of intake through
campus hiring. This will allow for access to the
qualified talent that PSBs are currently missing
and ensure the required flexibility in recruitment.
§ Ability to implement rigorous performance and
consequence management for all staff.
OUR COMMENTS :
Empowerment has become a most misused word.
Competitive Compensation will lead to destruction
of team work. More compensation for Scale V and
above is ridiculous. Majority of the employees are
below Scale-V and they contribute the maximum.
There is a myth that lower level people are paid well
which is not true. The attrition rate is increasing at
lower level mainly because of lower salary and
allowances and more pressure of work. The salary
of Asst. Managers (Scale I) of Private Banks is
compared with Asst. Managers of Public Sector
Banks. The truth is Asst. Managers of Private sector
Banks are doing only clerical job and to reduce
clerical strength they are shown them as Officers.
Some Banks like Axis do not have clerical staff at all.
The Asst. Managers there can't be compared with
Asst. Manager of PSBs for their role, responsibility
and salary. The salary of Scale II Officers of Private
Banks should be compared with scale I of Public
Banks. Then you will see the difference.

recruit IAS/IPS officers from campus? Are we not
getting talented Officers through the examinations?
M o re o v e r C a m p u s re c r u i t m e n t i n p u b l i c
employment violates the Fundamental Right to
equal Opportunity in Public Employment' as
pointed out by many courts.
What is needed is a Banking Recruitment Board and
Salary and Promotions better than the Central
Services. The experience of SBI shows that we get
the best talents through the Probationary Officer's
recruitment.
There is also a need for converting the NPS into an
assured pension scheme.
Performance and Consequence Management itself
appears as a threat. The word consequence itself is
to create fear. What is needed is appreciation and
not threat.
A transparent Performance Appraisal System is
what we need which many banks have evolved over a
period.”
1.2.3 Create an environment to protect right
decisions and minimise interference:
As a step toward reducing interference and creating
a level playing field, the government may reduce
CVC/CAG/CBI/RTI and parliamentary committee
related issues. Currently the high number of RTI
requests results in significant time spent by bank
officials. In addition to this, it is important to set
clear timelines for clearing charges (in CVC and
CBI enquiries).

What is needed is better compensation from the
entry level to attract talents. After the 7th Pay
Commission, clerks in Govt will be better paid than
Officers in banks at Entry Level. There is a myth that
Private Sector has better talent. People leave
Private Sector to join Public Sector due to Security.
These lateral entries will demoralise the existing
employees. What is needed is encouraging existing
employees by providing adequate training,
providing work life balance, making all Saturdays as
Holidays and appreciating their work.

But reducing CVC/CAG/CBI/RTI and
Parliamentary Committees role will be affecting the
Industry badly. Frauds and cheatings will become
rampant. It may lead to many insider frauds too.

Campus hiring did by banks in the past have not
brought better talents. Campus recruits often quit
for better pastures. Why the Government does not

What its needed is Accountability at all levels. Today
only the lower level officials are harassed and
penalised. Senior Executives always escape. They
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OUR COMMENTS:
Protecting right decisions is important. What is
needed is to segregate cases of malafide and nonmalafide. The process of investigation and
disciplinary procedure should be fast .
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are the ones who give instructions. What is the
Accountability for the Board of Directors including
those from RBI and Ministry of Finances who are in
the Public Sector Bank's Boards?

government. Inspite of the recommendations of
Parliamentary Standing Committee Report, nothing
is done to improve legal framework, increase DRTs,
make willful default criminal etc.

The Economic Offences Wing of CBI should be
strengthened and clear timeline has to be given.
Similarly other agencies should be given a time
frame to settle cases. There is a need for a time frame
for internal disciplinary procedures also.”

5 Strengthen and simplify processes for credit
insurance

Intent to remove all such controls on PSBs proves
the general belief that private banks with whom
PSBs are compared are doing many malpractices to
show growth but escapes from scrutiny. So it is time
to subject all Private Banks to all such scrutiny to
know the exact position compared to their business
results, not the other way round.
2.4 Strengthen and ensure implementation of legal
framework to address issue of NPA & recovery
The following steps could help to improve the legal
framework in the short term and ensure discipline:
§ Strengthen DRT/SARFAESI Acts and add
capacity to fast disposal of cases. Laws also need
to be strengthened to ensure mandatory timebound disposal of cases.
§ Include provision of criminal liability for willful
defaulters. A specific clause in IPC for
punishment against willful defaulters will deter
such individuals.
In the long-term, the government could:
§ Avoid retrospective laws that negatively impact
lenders. Impact of any new retrospective law
under proposal on lenders and financial sector
could be evaluated and accounted for and a
standing committee could advise the government
on steps needed to mitigate the impact.
§ Create bankruptcy laws similar to Chapter 11 of
the United States of America.
OUR COMMENTS:
The suggestions are welcome. But even after one
year there is no forward movement as there is no
political will.” Let the government implement the
suggestions. We keep waiting for action from
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In the short term, the government could focus on
streamlining process and extending the scope of
credit insurance. For example, CGTMSE could help
more successful priority sector lending. In the long
term, an Urban Infra and Housing Development
Fund could be constituted similar to the RIDF based
on the contribution from shortfalls in PSL
achievements by banks. The corpus could help to
fund long-term infra build in urban India as the
RIDF does for rural India.
OUR COMMENTS:
“Strengthen and simplify processes for Credit
Insurance” is welcome.
But diluting PSL through Urban Infra & Housing
Development fund will lead to reduction in PSL
which is decreasing already.” The country has to
increase actual Priority Sector Lending, especially
to the small borrowers. That will boost the economy
very much.
1.2.6 Eliminate market distortions
Market forces are the best way of serving India's
financial needs. However, market forces sometimes
fail to provide public good or meet a country's full
range of social and economic objectives – when this
happens, supplementary tools must be used to
ensure that these objectives are met. As far as
possible, India should use supplementary tools that
meet social and economic objectives with minimum
market distortions.
The following steps would help to reduce
interference and allow market forces to operate,
improving overall bank operations and increasing
their profitability.
In the short-term government could:
§ Eliminate debt waivers and remove interest rate
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caps on educational loans and agri loans below
INR 3 lakh. One-off debt waivers for political
considerations should not be allowed as it creates
a moral hazard.

given at Concessional rates will not affect the Bank.
There has to be a cross Subsidisation by charging a
little more on the rich. This is done by many
countries.

§ Directly route potential subsidies to consumers
while banks continue to operate on commercial
terms, i.e., banks should not be forced to lend
below their cost of funds.

PSL norms are already diluted. What is needed is
bringing back the original norms so that the
marginalised men and women get some relief as
loans.

§ Revise PSL definitions through steps like
expanding scope of PSL, e.g., small-ticket
rural/urban infra, producer companies
undertaking value chain activities, separate
norms for different sub-sectors, removing
direct/indirect agri classifications.

Introduction of PSL certificates will destroy the
purpose of PSL itself. Setting up a ‘National
Calamity Fund’ is welcome but nothing has
happened even after one year.”

§ Introduce encashable PSL certificates that could
be traded between banks. In the long-term the
government could set up a National Calamity
Fund to face natural adversity through
collaboration of central and state governments.
This could be used to compensate farmers and
MSE owners in the case of a natural calamity in
the region. The funds can be used by these
borrowers to settle their credit dues, if any.
OUR COMMENTS:
“Eliminate Market distortions?
Market forces are not the best way of Serving India's
financial needs. Market always looks for higher
profits. Only 2% of Indians invest in Stock Market.
Markets always favour the rich. 25 years of reforms
have increased the income inequality.
When Banks waive Crores of money to the rich, why
they should not waive loan of poor who are
dependent on the vagaries of the climate change.
Political waivers can be avoided but Banks should
be allowed to waive smaller loans after thorough
assessment. Today we are selling NPAs to ARCs at
the rate of Rs.45 for an outstanding of Rs.100/-.
Instead give concessions to borrowers who are
affected by the vagaries of monsoon, market and the
slowdown of the economy.
Banks have a Social Cause. A small portion of loans
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1.2.7 Enabling infrastructure for digital banking
under digital India
In the short term, the following steps would help to
speed up the process for adoption of digital banking
and bring operational efficiency for PSBs:
§ Mandate NPCI to maintain common Aadhar +
Mobile + Bank account registry. Banks should
extend full cooperation to achieve aspiration of
100 per cent coverage.
§ Ministry of Finance and RBI to accelerate
common KYC norms (which is already
underway).
§ Strengthen detection and action on cybercrimes.
§ Accelerate internet connectivity plan under
Digital India, specifically expedite in areas
having unstable or insufficient telecom
connectivity with collaboration of DoT.
In the long-term, the Government should continue to
enable movement towards digital banking, digitise
land and property records, and register SHGs to link
them to the financial system.
“Enabling Infrastructure for digital Banking under
Digital India, is welcome.
But what will happen to the illiterates, semi
literates? Hardly 10% of the Population use
English. Vernacular softwares are needed. Voice
Based Technology will help a lot. Even after one
year the Govt & PSBS have not created a Common
Digital Platform.
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In short none of the positive recommendations are
implemented but negative recommendations are
implemented faster.”
Issues not addressed by Gyan Sangam which require
attention.
Encouraging Co-operatives and Co-operative
Banks.
In a vast country there are only 13678 Co-operative
Bank Branches. The Primary Agriculture Cooperative Societies which are large in numbers
(more than 1 lakh) should be converted into
branches. They are the ones who cater to the larger
masses in the rural areas. There are more than 13
crore a/c holders in the credit societies. Financial
inclusions can succeed through these co-operatives.
The Co-operatives should be given technology
support and adequate funding including refinance.
NABARD should be asked to encourage the Cooperative movement, in a larger way than it does
now.
REGIONAL RURAL BANKS:
RRBs are not given attention. There is an effort to
privatise them. There is a bill passed by the
parliament to provide 49% shares to private sector.
They play a crucial role in rural development. There
should be a Rural Bank of India or merge the RRBs
with Sponsor Banks and allow them to expand. They
cater to the rural people and have contributed to
financial inclusion. Even in Jandhan, they have
opened 5.4 crore A/Cs. They require encouragement
and support.
Self Help Groups
SHGs have grown. Now the interest subsidy for
SGSY A/Cs have not reached the SGSY groups. This
bottle neck needs to be cleared. What they need is
quick disbursal of credit at concessional rates.
Andra Pradesh Government Provides the same by
m e e t i n g p a r t o f t h e i n t e re s t . K e r a l a ' s
“Kudumbashree“ Model has helped enterprises of
women. “MALAR” Model at Kanyakumari has
proved as a sustainable self reliant model for
Empowering women. We need to study and
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encourage the SHG-Bank linkage Model and
Provide interest subsidy. The focus on Micro
Finance Institutions should shift towards direct
lending to SHGs. Marketing Networks should be
created by the Government.
All bank branches of all banks can be asked to
provide space for marketing SHG products
including pulses and millets. This will help them to
develop more products, encourage organic farming
and food processing. Thus the economic upliftment
will take place.
NABARD
NABARD has played a crucial role in rural
development, Agriculture Lending and promotion of
SHGS. NABARD requires additional funding
support, additional staff and expansion to the Block
Level. This will make a tremendous change in
developing the rural areas. NABARD should be tax
free as it was before . NABARD and other DFI bonds
should be tax free. NABARD's staff strength which
was 6000 has come down to 4200. It has to be atleast
doubled as the area of work has expanded since its
inception.
Development Finance Institutions.
ICICI was started for promotion of Industries. It was
a blunder that it was converted into a Bank and
privatized. It should be Nationalised again to serve
the masses and not the classes.
IDBI was established for Industrial Development
but converted into a commercial Bank. It should be
once again converted into a Development Bank. IFC
had played a crucial role. Now it has been
weakened. It has to be strengthened.
SIDBI has played a important role. By forcing
MUDRA it is suffering. It is necessary to have more
Development Finance Institutions by strengthening
what is existing and by starting New ones.
Reserve Bank of India –
Attempts to dilute the powers of RBI should be
stopped.
BRICs BANK & Asian Infrastructure Development
Bank.
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By availing credit from BRICS Bank and AIIB, We
should come out of all loans from World Bank and
International Monetary Fund whose conditions
have led to policy changes from 1991 which has not
only become a stumbling block to the growth path
but also has reversed the gains of Nationalisation by
interfering with National Policies. It was their
conditions which have lead to Privatisation efforts
by the government. BRICs Bank and AIIB were
created to get out of the clutches of WB & IMF. Let
us do it fast.
Remove Consultants:
Consultants like McKinsey, BCG, Deloitte are not
suitable for our country. We have IIMs and IITs
which can give much better suggestion to suit our
country. Please see comments from web on
Mckinsey.
Advocating side pockets and off balance sheet
accounting to Enron, it became known as “the firm
that built Enron” (Guardian, BusinessWeek)
Argued that NY was losing Derivative business to
London, and should more aggressively pursue
derivative underwriting ('Investment Dealers
Digest)
General Electric lost over $1 billion after following
McKinsey's advice in 2007 — just before the
financial crisis hit. (The Ledger)
Advising AT&T (Bell Labs invented cellphones)
that there wasn't much future to mobile phones
(WaPo)
All states reduced legitimate Auto claims payouts in
a McK&Co strategem (Bloomberg, CNN NLB)

correction. If ‘Make in India’, ‘Start up Mission’,
‘Stand up India’ and ‘Digital India slogans’ should
materialize, we need this course correction
immediately.
Some years ago, there was a Mensa Convention in
San Francisco. Mensa, as you know, is a national
organization for people who have an IQ of 140 or
higher.
Several of the Mensa members went out for lunch at
a local cafe. When they sat down, one of them
discovered that their salt shaker contained pepper,
and their pepper shaker was full of salt. How could
they swap the contents of the two bottles without
spilling any, and using only the implements at hand?
Clearly – this was a job for Mensa minds.
The group debated the problem and presented ideas
and finally, came up with a brilliant solution
involving a napkin, a straw and an empty saucer.
They called the waitress over, ready to dazzle her
with their solution.
“Ma'am,” they said, “We couldn't help but notice
that the pepper shaker contains salt and the salt
shaker”. But before they could finish…..
The waitress interrupted “Oh—Sorry about that.
“She leaned over the table, unscrewed the caps of
both bottles and switched them.
There was dead silence at the Mensa table.
Yes, there are simple solutions. Reverse the policies
which are aimed at the rich to policies aimed at the
majority. The country will transform.

Swissair went into bankruptcy after implementing a
McKinsey strategy (BusinessWeek)
British railway company ‘Railtrack’ was advised to
“reduce spending on infrastructure” — leading to a
number of fatal accidents, and a subsequent collapse
of Railtrack. (Property Week, the Independent)
McKinsey is a knowledge partner for DFS. Please
remove them and bring in IIMs to give suggestions.
In short ‘Gyan Sangam’ did not look at the whole
gamut of Banking. What is needed is a total course
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Dear Comrades,

THE ROAD AHEAD
Congrates to all of you. The Circle is
Number One in Grahadhara and
Housing Loans due to your efforts.
The Circle Management Committee
invited us to celebrate by cutting a
cake. Every officer can help a friend
or relative to get one Housing Loan.
Try that if you have not done, so that
we always remain number one.
We are planning for a seminar on
“Development of Tamilnadu &
Pondicherry through Banking
Services”. We are in touch with RBI, NABARD, SIDBI, Government and other organisations.
We are glad that the Corporate Centre has decided to recruit 17000 assistants, 2000 officers and
promote adequate officers. We are likely to get 1600 assistants.
It is sad that the Dhanalakshmi Bank Management did not honour its’ promise and we can’t keep
quiet. We will pursue our efforts to see that DLB is taken over by a Public Sector Bank and Com.
P.V. Mohanan gets justice.
Our Save Public Sector campaign received wide support. We have to continue the campaign in
many different forms. The Documentary produced by us can be shown to all our members and
public. We have announced a short film contest, cartoon contest and essay contest. Soon we will be
addressing joint meetings with PSU trade union leaders throughout the circle.
Glad that AIBOC organised demo in the venue of Gyan Sangam II. Only organisation in the
Banking Sector to do so. Let us salute AIBOC. The alternatives provided by us to the Gyan Sangam
are widely appreciated. Please discuss them at Unit Meetings and at AIBOC District Committees.
We will pursue with UFBU for a United action, strengthen save Public Sector Forum and will
succeed in saving SBI, Public Sector Banks and Public Sector with your support.
I thank the Volunteers who have joined the “100 volunteers for future”. More volunteers are
welcome. Send your comments on Daily thoughts, savepublicsector.com website, sbioacc.in
website and nammachennai.com. website.
Comradely yours,
Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable... Every step
toward the goal of justice requires sacrice, suffering and struggle; the
tireless exertions and passionate concern of dedicated individuals.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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